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Dear Sirs

E-LEARNING FOR SUBMISSION OF DC PROPOSALS FOR LANDED HOUSES

We continuously strive to help our customers to carry out their businesses with LTA more efficiently. In this regard, we are pleased to inform that we have developed an e-learning programme to assist in preparing a quality Development Control (DC) proposal to LTA. We have included key areas where submissions could be better prepared. We have limited the content of the e-learning to proposals dealing with landed houses only. We would be extending this e-learning to other development types in the future.

We anticipate that this programme will play a big part in reducing the number of re-submissions to LTA before clearance is obtained. In addition, this programme is accessible at the convenience of the office or home to help answer many enquiries related to landed house proposals. This will in turn help reduce the number of trips made to LTA for pre-consultations.

Please visit the link below to access the e-learning programme
http://www.lta.gov.sg/dbc/index_dbe_other.htm

We would appreciate if you could disseminate this information to members of your organisation. Please share your comments or suggestions on this e-learning programme by calling or emailing the following officers:

Ms Low Kim Lian Tel: 6332 8265
Ms Thong Sien Mee Tel: 6332 6356
dbc_registry@lta.gov.sg

Yours faithfully

QUEK TECK BENG
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
DEVELOPMENT & BUILDING CONTROL